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The aim of this article is to describe a proposed benchmark methodology and software
application targeted at measuring the performance of both SQL and NoSQL databases. These
represent the results obtained during PhD research (being actually a part of a larger
application intended for NoSQL database management). A reason for aiming at this
particular subject is the complete lack of benchmarking tools for NoSQL databases, except
for YCBS [1] and a benchmark tool made specifically to compare Redis to RavenDB. While
there are several well-known benchmarking systems for classical relational databases
(starting with the canon TPC-C, TPC-E and TPC-H), on the other side of databases world
such tools are mostly missing and seriously needed.
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Introduction
One of the tools needed by a database
administrator (and not only by this
category) is a benchmarking tool, a tool
which, if used well can give details on the
machine performance, on the DBMS
performance and (in some cases) on the
optimization level (or lack of) of the
queries made over that DBMS.
In the last several years we’ve seen the
advent of a new type of databases, the
NoSQL ones [2]. The NoSQL databases
are, in a certain point of view, the
children of the Web 2.0 era (although the
concept they are based on is a much older
one). To eliminate any confusions, during
this paper the term NoSQL is not used as
the opposite of the SQL relational
database but as a general label for any
BASE
database
system
(Basic
Availability,
Soft
state,
Eventual
consistency).
We should also remark that while in the
relational databases faction a certain
unification was achieved (while only on
the general terms and concepts), in the
NoSQL faction almost all solutions are

alien to each other, using different
structures, concepts and technologies (a
taxonomy given in [3] is containing five
categories only for the “core” NoSQL
systems). As such, any tool aimed at the
NoSQL systems faces the difficulty of
having to “speak” several “languages”. At
this moment the only commercial tool
capable (to a certain extent) of such a feat is
Toad for Cloud Databases (able to
interoperate with Amazon SimpleDB,
Microsoft Azure Table Services, Microsoft
SQL Azure, Apache Hbase, Apache
Cassandra,
Apache
Hadoop
HIVE,
MongoDB
and
any
ODBC-enabled
relational database). Even tools aimed at a
single NoSQL are scarce and usually far
from functional maturity. As such, not only
the benchmarking apps are not available but
any other kind of administrative ones are
lacking too.
2. Tools used for this project
This project started as and administration
software meant only for MongoDB. We
chose MongoDB for a multitude of reasons
exposed in [4]. Even before starting working
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on this administration application we
worked with MongoDB for some other
applications such as a web page parsing
tool written in PHP (see [5]). MongoDB
being the database of choice, there are
plenty of programming languages usable
for developing an application over
MongoDB (C, C++, C# & .NET,
ColdFusion, Erlang, Factor, Java,
Javascript, PHP, Python, Ruby, and Perl).
For this case, our selection was Visual
C#, for ease of use, nice interoperability
with the Microsoft Windows systems and
better application performance than say, a
PHP or Java software (for this particular
reason, C and maybe C++ were the best
possible choices but such a decision
would
have
negated
the
other
advantages). We used the 2008 version
of the Visual C# environment as that was
the most used at the moment we started
the research (2010). On the DBMS side,
at this moment we are using the 2.0.7rc0-pre version of MongoDB (although
there are some newer versions).
Besides the DBMS and the development
environment we are using the MongoDB
CSharp driver version 1.4.2.4500-109g8ac35a5 for connectivity between the
MongoDB and Visual C#. Later, during
the time we added benchmarking
functionality to the application, we used
MySQL Connector .Net, version 6.1.6 for
connectivity between MySQL and Visual
C#, MySQL Community version 5.6.12.1
as a second DBMS and finally MSChart
.Net 3.5 add-on and MSChart Visual
Studio 2008 add-on for charting.
3. Working methodology
For the benchmarking operations we
imagined the following three scenarios
(inspired by [6], [7], [8] and [9]):
1.
The tested databases are used for
OLTP operations. This case presumes the
following conditions: the number of read
operations is of the same magnitude with
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the number of write operations; the data
from each atomic transaction / row operation
has a size in the range of tens of kilobytes.
To be more specific, for our application we
chosen the following conditions: number of
reads = number of writes; each row
operations reads or writes a standard record
having the following content: three 32-bit
integer fields (acting as an id and two other
integer fields), 3 float fields, 3 text fields of
100 chars each and 1 small blob field
(corresponding to a small document or
image file stored in the database). For the
blob field we chose to make it of 32,438
bytes. The later size was chosen to make for
a total size of the record of 32,768 bytes,
permitting fast (even when done mentally)
computations of the total transaction data
size for various numbers of operations. As a
consequence, 32 records mean 1 MB of
data, 160 records mean 5 MB of data, 320
records mean 10 MB of data, 1600 records
mean 50 MB of data, 3200 records mean
100 MB of data, 16000 records mean 500
MB of data and so on.
2.
The tested databases are used for
Web 2.0 operations. This case presumes the
following conditions: the number of read
operations is two to three orders of
magnitude higher than the number of write
operations (e.g. for YouTube, as per the
latest statistics, the read to write size ratio is
somewhere around 1389:1); the data from
each atomic transaction / row operation has
a size in the range of Megabytes (e.g. for
YouTube is quite large, the average atomic
transaction size is, depending on resolution
and quality, of 20-150 Megabytes, but not
all Web 2.0 services are data intensive). For
our application we chosen the following
conditions: number of reads = 500 * number
of writes; each row operations reads or
writes a standard record having the
following content: one 32-bit integer fields
(acting as an id), 5 text fields of 500 chars
each and 1 large blob field (corresponding to
media content stored in the database). For
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the blob field we gave it the size of
5,241,346 bytes. Again the blob size was
chosen to make for a round size of the
record (5,242,880 bytes = 5 MB),
permitting fast computations of the total
transaction data size for various numbers
of operations.
3.
The tested databases are used for
OLAP operations. This case presumes the
following conditions: the number of read
operations is one to two orders of
magnitude higher than the number of
write operations; the data from each
atomic transaction / row operation has a
size in the range of fractions kilobytes.
For our application we chosen the
following conditions: number of reads =
100 * number of writes; each row
operations reads or writes a standard
record having the following content: ten
32-bit integer fields, ten float fields and 7
text fields of 132 chars each (again for
the sake of a round record size – 1024
bytes = 1 kilobyte, permitting fast
computations of the total transaction data
size for various numbers of operations).
3. Preparations before testing
As the operating system we worked our
application over is Microsoft Windows
XP, there are a few measures to take to
compensate for the multi-core, multitasking, multi-threading, time-sharing
character of such a system.
First we took care to make the maximum
amount of computing resources available
for the application while preventing (as
much as possible) other applications to
interfere with the testing:
using System.Diagnostics;
using System.Threading;
…
Process.GetCurrentProcess().Proce
ssorAffinity = new IntPtr(2);
//make the process use the second
core or processor which is
usually less loaded than the
first
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Process.GetCurrentProcess().Priority
Class = ProcessPriorityClass.High;
//raise the priority of the process
Thread.CurrentThread.Priority =
ThreadPriority.Highest;
//raise the priority of the thread

Second, before starting the test, we took care
to “warm up” the CPU cache and pipelines:
stopwatch.Reset();
stopwatch.Start();
while (stopwatch.ElapsedMilliseconds
< 1500)
//A period of 1500 ms for CPU cache
and pipelines stabilization with a
randomly chosen operation in it.
{
i = (i + 1) % 10;
}
stopwatch.Stop();

4. Data generation
In the design stage we hypothesized that the
content of the transaction data may have
some influence over the transaction time so
we decided not to use any pre-stored data
but to generate it randomly instead at every
benchmark run, in quantities and structures
depending on the type and size of the run.
Two distinct random generation methods
were used for numbers and respectively for
strings.
For various format of numbers we used the
Random class. To make sure that no data
sequence is repeated between two runs, we
took care to seed the random number
generator with a different value (given by a
small trick – we used the Guid class as a
seed generator):
Random rndNum = new
Random(int.Parse(Guid.NewGuid().ToSt
ring().Substring(0, 8),
System.Globalization.NumberStyles.He
xNumber));
For integer field content we used
directly the Random generator such
us:
id = rndNum.Next(0, 4000000);
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For float field content we used divisions
of random values such us:
val3 = (float)rndNum.Next(2000000, 2000000) /
(float)rndNum.Next(0, 4000000);

For BLOB fields, we randomly generated
ASCII codes which were later converted
to chars / bytes. We also took the
precaution to only generate chars from a
small portion of the ASCII table to avoid
a possible later invalidation of the queries
containing the data caused by the
apparition of a special character:
for (j = 0; j < 32438; j++)
blob[j] =
char.ConvertFromUtf32
(rndNum.Next(97, 122))[0];

On the other hand, for strings we used a
different approach (again based on a
programming trick) which seemed to be a
bit faster that the char by char direct
generation:
Txt1 = "";
for (j = 0; j < 10; j++)
{
string piece =
Path.GetRandomFileName();
piece = piece.Substring(0,
10);
txt1 = txt1 + piece;
}

Finally, it is worth to be mentioned the
fact that the data generation is highly
time consuming (as we will see at the end
of the fifth section of this paper) and as
such, we took the measure to clock it
separately than the rest of the test.
5. The benchmarking
The benchmarking consists of cycles of
“record” write operations followed by
cycles of “record” read operations (the
concept of record has actually no
meaning in the NoSQL world; the closest
concepts are the ones of document or the
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one of key-value pair; see [3], [4], [10] and
[11]). The number of cycles and the content
of the “records” depend on the type of the
intended benchmark (see section 3). The
connections to the DBMS are made in the
usual ways.
Note: at this moment the benchmark
application is capable of working only over
MongoDB and MySQL but we intend for
future developments to add Oracle database
and MS SQL capabilities on the relational
DBMS side and Redis and CouchDB on the
NoSQL side.
The basic write operations are looking like
the following:
•

For MongoDB (repeated for every
“field”):

var element =
BsonElement.Create("id",
BsonString.Create(id.ToString()));
document.Add(element);

•

For MySQL (one transaction for the
entire record):

string mysql_query = "INSERT INTO
oltpbenchmark_table (id, val1, val2,
val3, val4, val5, val6, den1, den2,
den3) VALUES(" + id.ToString() + ",
" + val1.ToString() + ", " +
val2.ToString() + ", " +
val3.ToString() + ", " +
val4.ToString() + ", " +
val5.ToString() + ", \"" + blob_s +
"\", \"" + txt1 + "\", \"" + txt2 +
"\", \"" + txt3 + "\")";
MySqlCommand mysql_cmd = new
MySqlCommand(mysql_query,
mysql_connection);
mysql_cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();

The basic read operations are looking like
the following:
• For MongoDB:
foreach (var document in cursor)
{
id=document.GetElement(1).Valu
e.ToInt32();
…
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•

For MySQL:

string mysql_query2 = "SELECT *
FROM oltpbenchmark_table";
MySqlCommand mysql_cmd2 = new
MySqlCommand(mysql_query2,
mysql_connection);
MySqlDataReader mysql_dataReader
= mysql_cmd2.ExecuteReader();
while (mysql_dataReader.Read())
{
id =
mysql_dataReader.GetInt32(0);
…

At the corresponding moments during the
operations, several Stopwatch class
objects are started, stopped and reset in
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accordance with their purposes (clocking the
times for data generation, the write
operations for MongoDB, the write
operations for MySQL, the read operations
for MongoDB, the read operations for
MySQL). We chose to use the Stopwatch
class for clocking the operations because it
gives for a pretty accurate measurement of
time.
Finally the results (given in milliseconds)
are stored in a dataGridView and
represented on a Chart for ease of lecture
and interpretation.
The product of an OLTP benchmark run can
be seen in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. The results of an OLTP benchmark run based on a 500 MB data chunk, with clocking at 1 MB,
5 MB, 10 MB, 50 MB, 100 MB and 500 MB
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In the Fig.1, the timings are given for
data generation (first row of timings),
MongoDB write operations (the second
row), MySQL write operations (the third
row), MongoDB read operations (the
fourth row) and MySQL read operations
(the fifth row). The conclusions of a
single run of the test are the following:
•
The MySQL write operations
require much higher times than all other
types of operations (going as far as 20
times bigger) because they are the only
ones which involve direct disk
operations. All the other operations are
more or less memory based (the data
generation is made in memory,
MongoDB is based on a RAM cache
technology, also the MySQL reads are
cached).
•
Even
when
taking
into
consideration only the read operations
timings, MongoDB performance is better
than the one of MySQL (which is to be
expected, given the fact that all major
NoSQL products are lighter, less
complex and, as a consequence, they are
supposed to be faster than their relational
counterparts; see [1] and [3]).
•
The data generation consumes
actually 2 to 5 times more time than the
actual read or write operations (except for
the MySQL writes). At the present
moment we are considering this an issue
and searching for an alternative approach.
•
The
read
operations
are
consistently faster than the write
operations for both DBMS products,
which is again to be expected.
6. Conclusions
This paper presented an approach for a
obtaining a benchmarking tool aimed at
measuring the performance of various
DBMS, be they relational or NoSQL.
The used working methodology is far
from perfect as it doesn’t take into
account
the
expected
statistical
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fluctuations. From this point of view, a
complete approach would consist of a large
enough number of runs, with the extreme
results disregarded and the other results
taken into account on average.
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